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Network vulnerability 
assessment. 

 

SecureScout NX probes your 
organization’s entire network, 
identifies vulnerabilities and 

outlines remedial action 
 
 
Securing your organization’s IT infrastructure 

and information assets is a resource-intensive 

task. The openness of the Internet, availability 

of free hacker tools, frequent changes in the 

increasingly complex Web infrastructure and 

shortage of network security skills makes 

assuring security difficult.  

 

With SecureScout NX, the security expertise is 

right at your fingertips. SecureScout NX 

provides the most reliable solution to cost-

effectively verify your network security works as 

configured, and identify where you need to take 

action to eliminate vulnerabilities. 

 
 
 
Discovering the highest number of 

vulnerabilities with the lowest number of false-

positives; coupled with the revolutionary 

distributed architecture, SecureScout enables 

enterprises to proactively protect their digital 

assets before they are compromised. 

 

 

 
 

  
 
 

 
 

                 SecureScout Console 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

                 Vulnerabilities by Risk Report 
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Scan entire network from remote location 

a

 Comprehensive Firewall Testing 

 is reported 

 Automated updates 

perts continually research 

 Rich test case database 

ovides comprehensive 

• 

SecureScout NX’s architecture implements  

centralized console to manage remote test engines 

and probes, making it easy for you to quickly and 

repeatedly scan and report vulnerabilities in your 

distributed networks from a single location 

 

•

Detailed firewall configuration information

for outgoing and incoming packets, allowing reverse 

engineering of the filter rules regardless of the firewall’s 

make or vendor. Active probing on all types of 

connected machines precisely determines differences 

between implemented rules or protocols and written 

security policies. 

 

•

SecureScout security ex

information sources for new vulnerabilities, so you can 

focus on other core tasks and can be confident that 

you are scanning for the most recently discovered 

vulnerabilities. Through differential reporting, you can 

easily benchmark your security level at various points 

in time and document that flaws have been eliminated. 

 

•

A rich test case database pr

vulnerability checking for a wide variety of systems and 

services. Our database is CVE-compliant.  
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